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Abstract—Off the coast of Newfoundland and Labrador,
Canada, ice management is frequently necessary. The operation monitors icebergs’ positions, and manages threats posed
by icebergs in the vicinity of offshore installations. In this
paper, we present a performance analysis of different iceberg
underwater profiling strategies using Autonomous Underwater
Vehicles (AUVs), such as underwater gliders. Two strategies for
profiling an iceberg with AUVs are proposed. The performance
and outcomes are initially analysed in a simulation environment
based on MATLAB. The iceberg shape used in the simulation
derived from real-world iceberg measurements is provided by the
National Research Council Canada. The waypoints in simulations
are generated autonomously with a sonar model using a modified
3D Ramer-Douglas-Peucker (RDP) algorithm. The modified RDP
filter is programmed to extract the feature-significant data in the
points cloud and radially expand them with a standoff distance.
Simulation results of spiral and vertical-transit profiling mode are
included and compared. The sonar model will be implemented
with stochastic estimation, and the collision avoidance features
will be developed in the vehicle dynamic section. We are integrating a Tritech Micron mechanical scanning sonar into a Slocum
underwater hybrid glider for field verification of this modeling.
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shape, both above and below water, should lead to improved
iceberg drift modelling [3] [4].
The Program on Energy Research and Development
(PERD), a federal interdepartmental program, is operated by
Natural Resources Canada (NRCan). As a part of PERD,
studies of Canadian east coast ice engineering issues conducted
by the National Research Council Canada(NRC) started in
1997. The program aims to identify and address the related
problems along the east coast of Canada with the appearance
of ice, especially on the Grand Banks (48o N). The related
projects have led to many proposed practical solutions to the
ice problems. More detail can be found in PERD reports ( [1]
to [2] and [5] to [10]).
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I.

M OTIVATION

Icebergs are frequently observed along the Newfoundland
coast from early spring to late summer. The website Iceberg Finder (www.icebergfinder.com) shows the distribution
of icebergs in early July 2014 (Figure 1). Following the
current, ice will either enter the Gulf of St. Lawrence or drift
southwards towards Grand Banks where offshore production
is located. Preventing ice hazards, ice management ( [1], [2])
is conducted during the ice season (Feburary to September) on
the Grand Banks off the Avalon Peninsula, NL, Canada. As
a part of the operation, icebergs positions are monitored by
the International Ice Patrol which conducts ice reconnaissance
with aircraft, and by private companies. Threats posed by
icebergs are managed in vicinity of offshore productions by
various methods, including towing.

Fig. 1: Iceberg along Newfoundland by July 8th, 2014 (from Iceberg Finder)

The shape of an iceberg below the water, which contributes
90% to the total volume, is an important factor in locating the
optimum towing points on an iceberg. During iceberg towing,
inappropriate towing points may cause icebergs rolling over
or towrope slipping under an iceberg. Therefore, additional
information about the underwater shape of an iceberg will
reduce the risk associated with towing. Underwater shape also
influences iceberg drift and so improved knowledge of the

As mentioned in [5] and [6], iceberg draft has typically
been measured with a tethered, free-fall probe lowered from
a support vessel. Sonars were used to determine the distance
between the underside iceberg surface to the probe at certain
depth. By using this technique, the draft of target iceberg
can be roughly measured. However, 1) the iceberg to probe
distance can exceed the sonar range and 2) low coverage,

degrades the confidence of the measurement.
As part of a new project at Memorial University, the Ice
Ocean Sentinel System (IOSS), Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) in conjunction with unmanned surface vehicles
are being used to improve our capabilities for unmanned above
and below water profiling and tracking of icebergs.

After these inital considerations both strategies are choosen
and developed in parallel. A hybrid Slocum glider will be
operated in spiral motion, while a Vertical Iceberg Profiler
(VIP) is in the design stage for vertical-transit methodology.

Prior to conducting field experiments using underwater
vehicles, an analysis was conducted to estimate the level of
accuracy to be expected from an AUV based survey. To do so
a simulator was designed based on Matlab. Using the simulator
different profiling strategies can be evaluated with respect to
various aspects. The following section introduces two distinct
profiling strategies that are evaluated using the simulator.
II.

I CEBERG P ROFILING S TRATEGIES

A mechanical scanning sonar is selected to be the distance measurement instrument. Compared to a multibeam echo
sounder, it has lower power consumption, is low cost and is
controllable with a small microcontroller. The Tritech Micron
mechanical scanning sonar (Figure 2) which only consumes 4
watts of power and can be controlled by a microcontroller via
RS485 or RS232, is selected.
Fig. 3: Two different Iceberg Profiling Strategies

III.

Fig. 2: Tritech Micron Mechanical Scanning Sonar with Beamwidth

Two strategies are proposed in our research (Figure 3).
In the spiral profiling mode, the vehicle will be programmed
to flight around the iceberg with a gradaully increased depth
until exceeds the iceberg draft. In vertical-transit profiling,
the vehicle is required to descent vertically from a surface
waypoint to a certain depth, then the vehicle orientates itself
horizontally and surge underneath the iceberg, and ascent to
the surface.
To follow a spiral path, a commercially available small-size
AUV or underwater gliders can be used. Commerical AUVs
are reliable, but typically have complicated, self-contained
control systems. In order to integrate addtional instrument and
guide the vehicle in a spiral motion pattern, the path planning
algorithm need to be carefully implemented. For the AUV, we
chose a Slocum hybrid glider as a profiling platform. Its high
endurance, profiling as well horizontal flight capabilities make
it a good candidate.
On the other hand, none of commercialized vehicles are capable to follow the designated path of the vertical-transit mode
mentioned above. Therefore, a customized vehicle must be
designed. Compared to the commercial vehicles, the purposedesigned vehicle can be less complex and therefore simpler to
design. However, achieving high Technology Readinesss Level
for operational use will be time consuming.

I CEBERG P ROFILING S IMULATION E NVIRONMENT

An Iceberg Profiling Simulation Environment (IPSE) is
constructed in the MATLAB simulation environment. the iceberg shape database, a mechanical scanning sonar model, and a
waypoint generator, are the three major sub-modules included
in the simulator. The vehicle simulated in the IPSE, has three
degree of freedoms (surge, pitch, yaw). In the simulator the
vehicle is assume have a surge speed of 1 knot, and it follows
the defined waypoints by adjusting its pitch and yaw angle.
Iceberg Shape Database
An iceberg shape database was provided by National
Research Council Canada [8]. It contains measured dimensions
from 872 icebergs. However, only 28 iceberg keels are available in digital format, while others are in chart format [9]. The
digitalized iceberg shapes are represented by 3 dimensional
space points (Xi , Yi , Zi ) in a fixed iceberg coordinate with
origin located at the geometrical center of the cross-section at
water surface.
Mechanical Scanning Sonar Model
The second component in the IPSE is a ray-trace sonar
model. It simulates a Tritech Micron mechanical scanning
sonar (Figure 2), which has a beamwidth of 35o × 3o and
a maximum profile range of 75m. Because the footprint is
dominated by the vertical beamwidth (35o ), two dimensional
radial spreading (35 rays) is used. For comparison, parameters
such as sonar range, resolution, sampling frequency and step
angle are adjustable. In the simulations, the sonar range is set
to 50 meter, the resolution is 12.5 cm, step angle is 1.8o , sector
size is 90o (±45o ), and the sampling frequency set at 1Hz, 2Hz
or 5 Hz.

For each ping, the time iteration is assigned based on the
itinerant equation (Equation 1). Once all the rays intersect the
iceberg surface or exceed the sonar range, the Echo intensity
at each time iteration is calculated based on Directivity (Di),
Source Level (SL), Transmission Loss (TL), Attenuation Loss
(AL), Backscatter(BS), using the Sonar Equation (see Equations 2 to 7). Details about the Sonar Equations can be found
in [11] - [13], and advanced sonar models such as consistent
resolution in footprint, and stochastic analysis can be found in
[14] and [15].
Ti = Range/Resolution

Di =

sin( kH
2 sin(α))
kH
2 sin(α)

(1)

(2)

SL = log(P ) + log(Di) + 170.8

(3)

T L = 2log(Rt )

(4)

AL = γ ∗ Rt

(5)

BS = Cbs + 2log(sin(αg ))

(6)

EI = SL − 2 ∗ T L − 2 ∗ AL + BS

(7)

radially with an offset distance of 30 meters. The obtained
waypoints (Xw , Yw ) are constrainted in X-Y plane. The depth
of each waypoint (Zw ) is now calculated using Equation 8,
where Ltotal is the total curve length of (Xw , Yw ) in the X-Y
plane, and Lw is the curve length (X-Y plane) from the current
wapoint to the first waypoint.
Vertical-transit Iceberg Profiling Simulation
In the vertical-transit iceberg profiling simulation, four
sets of waypoints are defined. As shown in Figure 4, Each
transit consists of 4 waypoints, two surface waypoint and
two underwater waypoints. The vehicle will dive vertically
to a predefined depth with the sonar scanning horizontally.
The vehicle will then orient itself horizontally and transit
underneath the iceberg with the scanning sonar looking upward
and scanning transversely. After it has arrived at the 3rd
waypoint, the vehicle will nose-up and vertically climb up
to the surface. As shown in Figure 4, a total of 8 surface
waypoints are defined for four sets of vertical/transit casts. To
calculate the eight surface waypoints, a regular 2D RDP is
applied to the assumed known iceberg shape from depth of
0 to 15 meters. Then the extracted points are separated into
8 sectors. Surface waypoints are determined by averaging the
coordinates of the filtered points in the sectors and expand
outward with a standoff distance.

where k is the wave number, H is the transducer length, α is
the ray-angle, P is the transducer power consumption, Rt is
the range from sonar to the ray/ice intercept location, αg is
the grazing angle, and Cbs is the backscatter coefficient.
As a result, for each ping, an intensity-at-time curve (scanline measurement) is obtained. The time iteration with highest
echo intensity is selected and then converted into a range vector
(Xb , Yb , 0) based on the current beam angle. Depending on
the sonar orientation setup, the range vector (Xb , Yb , 0) can
be converted into the vehicle coordinate vector (Xv , Yv , Zv ).
Consequently, (Xv , Yv , Zv ) is converted into fixed iceberg
coordinates with known vehicle position and orientation.
Fig. 4: Waypoints Defined in Vertical-transit Iceberg Profiling Simulation

Waypoint Generator
In order to extract the iceberg surface features from a
points cloud of sonar measurement, and generate waypoints.
A modified 3D Ramer-Douglas-Peucker (RDP) algorithm is
used. As described in [16] and [17], the 2D RDP algorithm is
used to present a digital line with reduced number of points
without lose its characteristics.
Lw
Zw − min(Zm )
=
max(Zm ) − min(Zm )
Ltotal

A simulation result is shown in Figure 5. The dots and
dashlines are the waypoints to define the vehicle trajectory,
while the black lines display the iceberg cross-sections at depth
intervals of 5 meters. The cloud of color points is the iceberg
surface detected by the sonar after correction of staring angle
and vehicle dynamics.

(8)

With the input of 3D point cloud (Xm , Ym , Zm ) first assume all the points are at the same depth which are represented
by the point (Xm , Ym ). RDP algorithm is then applied on
the 2D points array. The output points are then expanded

Spiral Iceberg Profiling Simulation
Distinct from vertical-transit simulation, Figure 6 shows
the sonar orientation defined in the spiral mode. The center
of scanning sector of the scanning sonar lies on the vehicle’s
horizontal plane and points away from starboard.

The waypoints for the AUV from the water surface to 15
meters depth are generated by applying of the 3D RDP filter,
mentioned above, to the upper 15 meters of the iceberg which
are assumed to be known from surface based surveys. During
the profiling, the simulator will store the sonar measurements
seperately when the beam angle is below the horizontal plane
(Zone B) of the vehicle. When the vehicle reaches the last
programmed waypoint in current segment, the 3D RDP filter
will be applied to the stored sonar measurements in Zone B
to generate the future waypoints in the next segment. For each
profiling segment, the waypoints guide the vehicle to fly a full
revolution (360o ) at an increasing depth. The simulation ends
when vehicle is below the draft of the iceberg which means
no valid measurement from the directions in Zone B during
the latest profile.

comparison metrics used to evaluate the performance of the
various simulation runs.

Fig. 7: Spiral Iceberg Profiling Simulation Result with Sampling Frequency
of 5 Hz

TABLE I: Error Metrics and Value with Sprial and Vertical-transit Profiling
Strategies
Metric
Frequency

1 Hz

Spiral
2 Hz

5 Hz

1 Hz

Vertical-transit
2 Hz
5 Hz

Cross-section Error
Average [%]
Standard Deviation[%]
Average Deviation [%]

10.55
9.80
6.95

10.19
5.52
4.39

9.68
7.69
5.61

23.71
24.31
17.04

16.86
23.37
14.43

14.50
23.50
13.66

Volume Error[%]
Draft Error[%]
Sample Points [k]

5.67
2.04
5.04

7.81
0.65
10.27

6.24
6.07
24.63

16.15
0.02
1.64

7.12
0.68
3.28

4.14
0.02
8.21

Fig. 5: Vertical-transit Iceberg Profiling Simulation Result with Sampling
Frequency of 5 Hz

In the iceberg shape database, the iceberg shapes are
digitized using horizontal cross-sections at discrete depth (5
meters interval in this case). To compare the accuracy of
the result, the depth of the measurements (color scatters) are
projected to the closest discrete depth mentioned above. Then
the cross-section area enclosed by the simulate measurements
at each depth are compared with the true iceberg cross-sections
from iceberg shape database. The volume is calculated by
integrating the cross-sections over the full depth.

Fig. 6: Sonar Orientation in Spiral Iceberg Profiling Simulation

Figure 7 shows the simulation result with spiral path and
sampling at 5Hz. Compared to the result from the verticaltransit path (Figure 5), spiral mapping obviously has a higher
coverage. An discussion and comparison of the two methodologies will be presented in the following section.
IV.

E RROR E STIMATION AND C OMPARISON

A total of 6 simulations were run using the IPSE. The
simulation parameters are listed in Table I, as well as the

As shown in Table I, the average of the cross-sectional
errors decrease with sonar sampling frequency due to the
high sampling rate resulting a high coverage. Furthermore,
spiral profiling shows a lower cross-section error than verticaltransit method, due to the high coverage with spiral method
(comparing Figure 7 and Figure 5). However, the standard
deviation and average deviation of cross-section error with
the spiral method shows that errors decrease at low frequency
but increase at high frequency where over-sampling appeared.
Figure 8 shows the curves of cross-section errors from 15
meters to 110 meters with different sampling frequency and
mapping strategies. Compared to the small cross-section errors
from 15 to 80 meter, large cross-section area errors exist at
depth from 80 to 110 meters. As Figure 4 shows, the crosssections start to shrink faster at depth below 80 meters which

may be a factor influence the sonar output. As a consequence
of relatively low density data or concentrated measurements,
the error in cross-section is extremely high at 110 meters.

iceberg expedition, the Slocum glider shown in Figure 9 will
be programmed to fly around an iceberg with 4 waypoints near
the target. After iceberg season, autonomous waypoint control
will be implemented, and tested on the Slocum underwater
glider before the 2015 iceberg season.

Fig. 9: Slocum underwater glider with mechanical scanning sonar integrated
Fig. 8: Horizontal Cross-section Error (left: Spiral mapping, right: Verticaltransit mapping).

V.

C ONCLUSION AND F UTUREWORKS

We have developed and presented an Iceberg Profiling Simulator Environment (IPSE). It combines a mechanical scanning
sonar model, an iceberg shape database, and an autonomous
waypoints control module. In the real field trial, the target
iceberg is always unknown to the operators in which case the
engineers cannot determine the level of accuracy from obtained
measurements. By constructing the IPSE, the accuracy of the
sonar measurements can be evaluated. The iceberg geometry
is assumed known from the iceberg shape database. After
the simulation is run, the output from the sonar is corrected
to the vehicle coordinate system based on the beam angle,
then corrected to the iceberg coordinate system including the
vehicle dynamics. The corrected measurement is compared
with the known iceberg geometry. By analysing different
profiling strategies and different sonar sampling frequencies,
we found an average total volume error of 10%. With the
statistical study of the results from different simulations, spiral
profiling method yields a higher accuracy then vertical-transit,
but over-sample has a potential of reduce the accuracy. In
general, engineers prefer maximizing samples to increase the
redundancy. The redundant points can be filtered out during
post-processing.
We have integrated a mechanical scanning sonar on the
Slocum glider within a nose extension (Figure 9). Currently,
the system stability is being tested with short-period seafloor
mapping missions, at Holyrood Marine Base, NL, Canada.
Knowledge about the sonar operating in the real ocean environment and tuning the parameters of the sonar are key factors
to improve direct iceberg measurements. In June 2014, we
successfully mapped a segment (depth 0- 15 meters) of iceberg
with SeaCat, an Unmanned Surface Craft [18]. In up coming

A Vertical Iceberg Profiler (VIP) is in the design stage.
This profiler is intended to profile an iceberg by moving up
and down vertically along different transits. The system will
be designed to have the capability of vertical and horizontal
flight.
For the IPSE, a sonar model will be implemented with
stochastic estimation due to the relative large beamwidth which
induce error with a steep ramp terrain (described in [14]). In
the vehicle control section, a collision avoidance system will
be integrated.
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